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Right
intosh.

Ri htprice.
R:Lght now

Macinib~h Classic ~Systen~ Maciniosh LC System.
No’.~’s the right time to buy n Apple

Macintosh~ computer system. Because right now
you can saye big on Apple’s most:popular com
puters and qualifying printers~ And Macintosh is
the right computer to help ybu achieve your best,
throughout college and beyond.

Macintosh JIsi System.
What’s thore, you may even qualify for the

new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
Macintosh now even easier.

So come in right nOw and check out the big
savings on Macintosh. Bñt hurry— these special
savings last only throughjanuary 5, 1992.

• Save
$125 Save

$350

Save
$600

For further itiformation visit Database Department,
2nd Floor Of Campus Coimçtiôns

475-221.1
© 1991 Apple Computer, Inc Apple. the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licenued todpple Computer Inc
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WHEN PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE,
SOME PEOPLE WANT EVERYTHING.

(JiVe think that’s peifectly reasonable.)

etirement should be everything you
dreamed it would be. With good

health, you may spend a quarter ofyour life
doing the things you’ve always dreamed of
—like travelling the world, starting your
own business, or playing tennis twelve
months a year.

RETIRE YOUR WAY,
WITH TIAACREF SRAs.

TIAA-CREF Supplemental Retirement
Annuities are a unique way for members
of the education and research communities
to save extra money for their retirement
years. Through tax-deferred savings,
TIAA-CREF SRAs can help provide the
extras that will make your retirement truly
enjoyable.They will supplement your
basic pension and Social Security in retire
ment, and they offer real benefits now:

• The benefits of tax deferral.

• A broad range of allocation choices.

• NO sales charges.

I ~
; Ensuring the future

for those who shape IC

• Among the lowest expenses in the
insurance and mutual fund industries~’

• A variety of ways to receive income,
including lifetime retirement income,
payments over a fixed period, or as cash.

TIAA-CREF CAN HELP MAKE
YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE.

With the help 0f TIAA CREF, retirement
can be your chance to look after yourself
the way you’ve always wanted. After all,
nobody deserves it more.

I
S

GET YOUR FREE SRA KIT
which includes a slide calculator for estimating
tax savings. Mail this coupon to: TIAACREF,
Dept. QC. 730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017.
Or call 1 800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

Na,,,, (Pleaw print)

A,I,),vu

C~iy Si,,,, Zq, L’,,,k

Ix,q,iuiu,,, (Full name)

T,iI~ ~P11,’~,, (

TIAA-CREFPa~is~,pa,,i If y’.’, S,v,aI Snu’~iy #
EIX’,:CN,~ — —

Q%T
AM. Be,,t Co., Best’s Insurance Reports; Lippo,An IytwalSeroi€.sluro,porak,), Mutual Fund Performance Analysis.



ReproFile
The term “color
issue” for many
signifies the last
REPORTER for the
quarter. For those
employed by
REPORTER it means
relief and a time
catCh-up with your
course work. For

others still this color issue may be the last
issue of REPORTER they will ever see
again, whether the reason be of a
financial, disciplinar~c tragic or academic
nature, or even if this is your final quarter
required to be a recipient of a diploma.

Since my freshmen year I’ve had my
share of rough times trying to cope with
RIT. Throughout the time that I have
been here, a little over three years, I’ve
found that many students share similar
problems and in certain instances can
attribute their problems to the same
sources (professors, administrators or
RIT policies). A friend and I, who~
coincidentally is planning to leave RIT
after this quarter, spent approximately
fifteen minutes and came up with 66
names of people we know who have left
RIT before graduating. Some people did
not stay more than a quarter, others we
spoke of remained here as long as three
years. I am almost sure any RIT student
who has been here more than a quarter
could sit and think up tL~x~ names of a few
friends or acquaintances who have left
RIT for reasons other than graduation.

The question is, “Why exactly are
students coming to RH but not finishing
their studies?” I’m sure this question~
been on the minds of administrators,
especially those who deal with student
affairs andlor RIT finance. Processes are
currently being implemented to answer
some of these questions and hopefully
remedy some of the problems.

As a black student I’ve found that my
race has come into play a few times when

dealing with individuals employed by
RIT and students, in some cases. Racism
has been an on-going topic at RIT and
probably always will be. Another topic
not discussed as often as it should be is
sexism and sexual harassment. Within
t1h~ last few weeks I have come across
some very startling incidents, most of
which were not reported to proper
authorities, that have supposedly
happened at RIT. Many of these
occurrences have involved an RIT faculty
or staff member! How are these
situations dealt with? I can picture a
forum of black students discussing
“racism at Rfl’ but picturing a similar
situation with females assembled to
discuss a topic as sensitive as sexism or
sexual harassment is slightly more
difficult to conceive. Both forums might
be a good place to start changes, but in
some cases the best way to deal with
problems racist or sexist in nature would
be to relieve all the racist and sexist
individuals of their positions. If this were
to happen then the problem would not
only be keeping students here but
facultylstaff as well.

The above topics of racism and
sexism bring me to my point on tenure
and the elimination of it•as it~stands. Any
problems dealing with a faculty member
with tenure about any topic would be a
waste in most cases. T’he tenure program
may have a negative effect-on the student
as well ~ professor& The tenure program
can cause teaching techniques to become
passive. The motivation of an employee
at any corporation may lessen if this
person realizes hislher position can not
be altered significantly~a result-of their
performance. As a teacher, non
progressive action is equivalent to
stagnation. Also~ if there were a problem
concerning a professor with tenure the
student may be reluctant in trying to
resolve the problem. T.herefore, in many
situations the actions of the professor(s)

are notreported simply because students
do not believe thatfilinga complaint will
result in disciplinary action.

In random conversations with
students I often hear more reasons for
~not attending, than attending RIT.
During my freshmen year my favorite
saying was, “I’m transfering to Howard
next-quarterr’ I have heard other students
state that RI’T lured them here with the
best financial aid package available to
them, but’ once their courses started there
were constant financial aid problems.

The past two years I’ve come across
the slogan, “Your our #1 prioRITy’ and
asked myself, “If this is true, then why
doesn~t it seem so?” It was recently
discovered that this slogan does not
-speak for the entire campus. lihe slogan
is the key part of a campaign claimed
only by certaih departments at RI’T. Fhe
individuals employed by these depart
ments that are part of this campaign
wear nametags whichdisplay the slogan
across the top. Ms. Geri Curwin, an
administrator in the personnel depart.
ment helped me understand the guide.
lines and goals of this campaign. lihe
morer understood, the more I wondered
why the campus as a whole is not in
cluded in this campaign. If RI.T is con
cerned about the retention rate, then why
is this campaign not campus-wide?

REPORTER does not have all of the
answers, neither does any one Organiza
tion or student. If RI.T is seeking a solu
tions to retention problems they need to
look beyond statistics and outside firms,
i.e Deloitte & Touche. If the problem ~
student~based then the solution should
come from, the students. JUT can not
afford to guess any longer. -

1~
Eclitorln-Chief

REPORTER would like to give thanks to the people in the color seperations lab, employees of the T & E Center,
Campus Safety and the staff who worked on this issue for their assistance in bringing RIT this weeks

publication. Without the help of the mentioned few, this issue would not have been possible.

Good luck on fmals!!!
-
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OUTSIDE OUR BACK DOOR
As a California native~ I was taught a crash
course in New York state upon moving to a
small town on one of the finger lakes. After six
years on the east coast, there are things that I
definitely mi s about California (like the
weather), but I recognize and appreciate the
natural environment which surrounds me now.

Although Ro hester is enveloped by the
Finger Lakes, e Adirondacks, Lake 0 tario,
and an abundance of state parks, it seems easy
for newcomers to stubbornly ignore the
outdoor beauty that lies outside the city limits.
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Chimney Bluffs
Fifteen minutes from RH’, Lake
Ontario is one of the closest and
most familiar of this area~s environ
mental gems. Though the vast
expansion of sand and water at
Charlotte~s Ontario Beach Park is
quite impressive, there are many
other lights in which to view this
natural wonder.

About one hour east of Roch
ester, On the shore of Lake Ontario,
stand tall natural sculptures of sand
and dirt. This statuesque landscape,
the result of years of erosion, is

0

I
known as Chimney Bluffs and is
definitely a sight worth traveling for.
To stand high on a precipice over
looking a never ending still body of
watel; sailboats drifting in and out of
the harbor to the west, is to view the
Great Lake with the respect it
deserves. Gazing toward the horizon,
a witherin~g tree stands on an isolated
point of deteriorating blufI~ floating
in its backdrop of sea-like expanse
Completing this picturesque land
scape, is the lighthouse on the Sodus
Point pier.

To filly appreciate the view from
Chimney Bluffs, it is essential to
climb to the top of the main bluff
For this purpose, primitive trails are
available, but only for those who
don~t mind the treachery ofwalking
along a cliffs receding edge

Finger Lakes
The Finger Lakes are eleven
elongated lakes whose region
defines most ofWestern New York.
With its 20 state parks, the Finger
Lakes decorates this part of the state
with waterfalls, gorges, rivers, lakes,

as well as operating wildlife
sanctuaries, and nature centers.

Once controlled by the Indians
of the Iroquois Confederacy the land
in which these lakes lie is also the site
of some of the deepest roots in the
wine industry The largest wine
district in the Northeast, the Finger
Lakes region is ideal for growing
grapes, due to its temperature and
sloped terrain.

Plots with manicured rows of
grape vines dot the banks of the
finger shaped lakes, separated by

foliage that changes with each
season. Seneca Lake, one of the
deepest in the world, is bordered by
Glenora, Wiemer; Wagner; and
Prejean wineries. Neighboring
Cayuga Lake has other well known
labels to its credit such as, Planes,
Knapp, Hosmer, and Lucas. A
winery hopping trip along either of
these lakes is an enjoyable and
inexpensive way to spend a weekend
afternoon.

Driving south on Route 14,
through the vineyards along Seneca

located at the lake~s southern tip.
This mile and a half long gorge is a
natural plethora of waterfalls,
cascades, caves, and amphitheaters.
Watkins Glen State Park has many
features, such as a steep path carved
inside the glen to lead walkers up its
canyon. For the acrophobic this is an
inverted path to hell (I speak from
experience), but otherwise it is a
journey whose beauty and
excitement can not go unnoticed.
The lush green of vegetatio
decorates
walls and casc~
around you.

Onth -

Lake sits the cultural ci
which hosts three major state parks,
The Allen H. Treman State Marine,
Buttermilk Falls, and R . -

Treman. Buttermilk Falls offe
tranquil setting around its feather-
like decent of water. At R
Tremàn State Park, water pours in to

•: :,--:~~

— I.

A waterfall in
Phzlmore Glen near
Skaneateles, in the
Finger Lake region.

S..

- Lake, leads one to Watkii~s Glen,

8 November 8, 1991 9
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A trad at nearby Mendon Ponds.

Philmore Glen possesses many beauhJul lakes and streams.
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a natural pool (with a few man-made
accents like ladders and life guard
chairs), providing its visitors with a
perfect way to refresh themselves on
a hot summer day.

Letchworth State Park
Letchworth State Park is another of
this area’s natural wonders. Looking
out at the Genesee Gorge which runs
through the park is like viewing the
sylvan infant offspring of the Grand
Canyon. Spanning seventeen miles,
and reaching 600 feet in height, this
park’s winding canyon includes
three waterfalls and is the result of
the glacial blocking of a riverbed.
Letchworth offers 20 trails
throughout, ranging in length from
.5 to 21.5 miles. Many vistas are also
available along the park’s main road,
providing ideal scenery for that
perfect photograph, or at least easy
access for those people who don’t

want to work for their view. For
extremely inactive visitors, even a
drive through the 14,350 acre park
provides a magnificent look, out
across the immense gorge.

Located south off interstate 390,
in Mount Morris, Letchworth State
Park can be reached in about an
hour, coming from Rochester. Being
this close makes this natural rarity a
must see

Although the days are growing
shorter and colder, winter is not
upon us yet. A sunny autumn day
can oftentimes be the perfect time to
enjoy the outdoors with a walk
through the woods or a lunch of
wine and cheese by a waterfall. A day
immersed in nature is the proverbial
deep breath that every student
should take to escape the pressure of
school and put life in perspective
WRITI’EN BY MIRANDA WILCOX
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ATTENTIGN
STUDENTS:

EB_Y& EL
USED
PHOTO
EQUIPMENT
• TOP DOLLAR PAID!•

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
OFF PHOTO PAPER, FILM & CHEMISTRY

Trade-Ins Welcomed
Since 1898

~Photo
Video
Audio

1737 Mt. Hope Ave. 442-8230

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.

It seems unthir. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, Vivaiin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter’s dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar

system faster, too. Reviw with VIVARIN.

j~) -~

ROUIFSI1~R TEL MOBILE

PAGERS
With Rochester Tel Mobiles alphanumeric
paging service you get a complete message
read out to stay in touch instantly,
around the clock!
Motorola Bravo
Aipharnuneric Pager
• Combines numeric paging with complete
alphanumeric messages.

• l.essthan4 ounces.
• Easy to read display.
• Reliable aletis make sure messages are received.
• Memory capabilities: store, resiew and delete messages
• Notification capability via vibr4tion.
• Buy or lease equipment.

274-7000

~‘RochesterTeI
Mobile Communications

2060 Btigbton-Henrieta Town line Road
Rochester Tel Product Center, Midtown Plaza

C d,.,.,.d.... Im,a,kb,d.
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Scaling a 200 foot rock might be a bit much or a mere gym
credit Bu those who have participated.in ock climbing or any
other outdoor activity will definitely never forget the experience

An article abou outdoor activities is not easy to write You
canno properly relay the spray o gleaming white water in your
face as your raft races in excess of 30 mph, your lunch falling

oard and your dothes soaked down to your underweai “Its
really grea mmon reaction but not necessarily one
that would be relayed by a

Outdoor Experiential Education a pro: .i b
the Complimentary Education division ofStudent- . on
with the Physical Education department sponsors everything
from ce fishing to out-backing in the mountain&
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PHOmRAPHED BY KEvIN DoYLE

What would make a hard-core television and microwave
urbanite pack up her tennis shoes and head for the wilderness?
Well, gym credit is the most obvious reason students are allured.
Students~ feeling the credit crunch of senior year sometimes sign
up for a relaxed weekend of ice fishing in ten degree Celsius
weatheL

Regardless of the reason for being outdoors, the experience
is bound to be enjoyable, at least to a certain extent. “It’s a
pleasant change from studying:’ says James Warren, senior
Telecommunications major. Warren learned how to swim from
a previous gym class which qualified him to brave the rapids in
a white water rafting expedition. “It’s like go-cart racing, only
you steer with a paddle and occasionally have to hold your
breath:’ recounts Warren.

When it is not possible for the outdoor programs to be
conducted as they were intended, the outdoor experience is
taken indoors. The Red Barn, by the Riverknoll apartments, is
a self-contained adventure center. Although ther~s no 1000 foot
rocks to scale, the towering room provides climbs which arejust
as dangerous. Well, maybe the exercises aren’t dangerous, since
every precaution is taken, but the thought of danger is very real.

Another feature attraction of the Red Barn is the rope
bridge Those who have climbed it will attest that it is like trying

14

to stand on the roof of a speeding truck.
Apart from a few action scars and maybe frost bite, you may

wonder what the outdoors has to offer to students of outdoor
education. Says Patricia Buscemi, Coordinator of Outdoor
Experiential Education, “Students feel a sense of
accomplishment after having succeeded at something for the
first time~’

So~ as a participant of outdoor ed., you receive gym credits
and achieve self-actualization. What more can you ask for? Great
scenery? The shrubbery around RJT is nothing compared to the
greater outdoors An autumn camping excursion in the outdoors
will reveal the most spectacular array of natural colors ever
blended. All the activity in the woods is enough to overwhelm
the senses of a first time out-backer.

Whether you are needing gym credits~ longing for a change,
or just curious, outdoor experiential education is worth trying.
The activities in this program provide some the best
opportunities for physical challenge you’re likely to find. A
professional staff is always on hand to keep activities safe and
fun. You can find a list of things to do in the Complimentary
Education Office on the mezzanine level of the Student Alumni
Union, so sign up now. Happy camping!

WRrYrEN BY DAvm MARTIN

~-

Once on the top of the mountain,Jason takes a moment to catch his breath before repelling down as the sun rises off to the lefi.

S

l’lountain riders pace themselves on their way up the steep incline.

0 . - ,..-. i:.. ..‘ \.~ .i . ‘-...
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Brent bears down as hess just about to the top of his climb.
a
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New
A State with a View
Nearly three times the size of ‘thllowstone National Park and larger than
many states, the Adirondacks cover almost 10,000 j~j1~j miles of New
~brk. Five hours from the Adirondacks, as Rochester habitants, we
have easy access to one of the greatest National Parks in the country.
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York:
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For a reasonable fee, Byrds seaplane service will
take you for an aerial tour around the Adirondack
region. The beautiful, subtleness of a pond can often be over-looked.

I
Considered one of the most scenic roads in the U.S. route twenty-eight which winds through the Adirondack mountains.
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The classic Adirondack chairs overlook the eighth lake
4:

The Adirondack region is one of the more remote areas east of the
Mississippi. Miles of twining land transverse New \trk State uninhabited by
humans for hundreds of years, if not forevet Of the 10,000 square nies, 38%
is publicly owned State Forest Preserve and the rest is privately owned.

The Adirondack National State Park and the rest of the mountain region
is home to a vast quantity of animals, plants, landscapes of lalces and rivets,
and ‘EIb highest mountain range in the Eastern United States. Consisting of
46 mountains, The Adirondack’s highest point is Mount Matqç which climbs
to 5,800 feet.

The Adirondack region developed over 14,000 years ago as a result of
continental glacin These same glaciers shaped New thrk State and the
majority of New England. Gouging the region, beginning at the St. Lawrence
River, the glaciers left behind boulders, mountains, and valleys.

Within itself, the Adirondacks is a series of ecological communities, from
wetland habitats to hardwood forests. In a single square mile one can find
swamps below sea level, and mountains horn 100 to more then 5,000 feet
high. Few environments can compare such dynamics.

Legend has it that the Iroquois Indians referred to their northern neighbors
as “Ratirontacks’ meaning “those who eat bark:’ This name was given to
the Iroquois neighbors, who dominated the borders of the Adirondack region,
because of their poor hunting ability which forced them to eat the inner bark
from trees. Between the homeland of these two tribes laid the Adirondacks.
This ~Jt~ of land was too difficult to conquefand too inhospitable to tama

“No-man’s land” was named the “Adirondack GrouØ’ in 1837 by Professor
Ebenzer Emmons, appointed chief of the first history survey of the area. The
first sighting of the area, however, was in 1609 by Samuel do Champlain.
The Adirondacks, soon after their discovery, became a haven for the timber
industry In 1894, means for preserving the forest came through
legislation. As with any legislative decisions, much discussion was held
concerningthefutureofthe ‘ ‘ ~andthe I%t .Areas
the region were preserved but legging continued.

Logging in the Adirondacks brought attention to the park by a majority
of C and French From the mid-1800’s untill the eariy 1900’s
the Adirondacks was the major resource for lumber throughout North America.
Areas were swept clean of all trees and vegetation. Caused horn the raping

of the forest, wildfires swept the area continually for several years, leaving
in the wake ash and ruin. A 1950 hurricane swept through the mountains,
clearing away the last of “not :‘-“ From the ash evelved plains, and small
towns and coninunities. Eventuallic with time and government intervention,
the legging slowed and more land was preserved.

With the destruction of the land and region, ecological demolition also
occurred. Creatures great and small were effected by the logging industry~
In the pest twenty years though, most animal ~ plant populations have
recovered and appear to be normal. While many of us have only seen pictures
of such great creatures, the Adirondacks [ui) the home to such wildlife as:
gray wolves, mountain lions, mink, black bears, gray foxes, and bald eagles,
not to mention the endless variety of trees and plant lifa

During autumn, the Adirondacks host the biggest color variety in all of
the Northeast. The fall foliage usually starts in early October and continues
for approximately three weeks. With the mountains, lakes, and isolation it’s
~ photographer’s dream, but phetogrepby need not be a hobby to enjoy the
natural explosive color.

Between the state owned areas and the private lands, the Adirondacks
are o sight to behold. With the mountains, fall foliaga and vast expanse of
land, any given route leads to beauty. Major locations of interest in the area
include: the sld region of Whitefac~ the ledge at Tupper Lak~ the resort area
of Lake Georga ctf] Lake Placid, famous for hosting the 1980 Winter I •~

The AdrondacWs state owned land is quicldy becoming a popular recreationel
arena. In cooperation with New Wirk State’s Department of Environmental
Conservation mu National Parks Ser’Ac~ the Adirondacks offer— a*iited
miles of hiking, backpack camping, mountain climbing, boating and whatever
other activities that can be done in the great outdoors.

The harvest of mother nature seems endless in the Adirondacks, a place
unyieldlngtodiscoveryandadventuraThe ‘ isstlllwild,theairis

I fmsh,endthelaidiswnai,ted.Wrth ;‘.e ‘fr-’: - e awareness
being the hottest trend, let us hojn for the sake of the beauty and splendor
of the Adirondacks, that we (~)j~) all trend setters.

WRITTEN B’s’ CHRISTINA PAGANO
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Surrounded by colors, a sight only found in mid- ~
October as summer ends and fall begins in the Colors dance as the sunlight hits the trees for only a moment.
Adirondacks.

Early morning mist rises off one of the many lakes in the region.



LAST CALL FOR

PREP!
Get 9 weeks of the most effective LSAT preparation in just 2-4 weeks!
Time is growing short, but you can still take advantage

of Kaplan’s special Compact LSAT Prep Course for the
December 7th exam.
It’s not a cut version. It’s the same number of hours of

live instruction — same number of classes — we’re
simply offering them in the few remaining weeks before
the test. So you have one last chance to prepare with the
#1 in test prep and attain your highest possible score
on the December LSAT
If you want to score your highest, don’t let this

opportunity pass you by. And if you feel you need more
time, check your local Kaplan Center’s free repeat policy.
To enroll, just visit your nearest Stanley H. Kaplan
Center, or enroll by phone:
1-800-888-PREP

Our First LSAT Compact
Prep Course begins:

Check your local Kaplan
Center for additional dates.

1351 MT HOPE AVE
(NEAR ELMWOOD)

461-9320

L STANLEY H. KAPLANEDt (ATIO’4AL CENTER LTD

91 %Ianles H Kaplan Educational Center Ltd

THE NIVERSITY TIME MACHINE
386-SX-20
STANDARD FEATURES:

30 MEGABYTE HARD DRIVE

(40 AND 60 AVAILABLE)
STACKER DATA COMPRESSION SOFTWARE

4 MEGABYTES RAM
MS DOS 5.0
9.5’ BACKLIT LCD DISPLAY

2 SERIAL, 1 PARALLEL, 1 VGA PORTS
BATTERY AND AC ADAPTER

• MATH CO-PROCESSOR SOCKET
• TRAVEL CASE
ULTRAFONT UTILITY

• LOGITECH TRACKMAN PORTABLE MOuSE

,‘~‘H’~ l’
‘.1” fEB

- I’S ‘~‘.~-~! ~BR ‘P

I — . El B S B

286-12
STANDARD FEATURES:

• 20 MEGABYTE HARD DRIVE

(40 AVAILABLE)
• 1 MEGABYTES RAM

(EXPANDABLE TO 3MB)

• MSDOS5.0
• 9.5’ BACKLIT LCD DISPLAY
• 2 SERIAL, 1 PARALLEL, 1VGA FORTS

• BATTERY AND AC ADAPTER
• ULTRAFONT UTILITY

• TRAVEL CASE
SHDULDER CASE

T H F Li B REX

THE LIBREX 386-SX NOTEBOOK COMPUTER IS ONE OF THE PREMIER NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS
AROUND. WITH 4 MEGABYTES OF RAM STANDARD. IT CAN HANDLE MS WINDOWS AND OTHER GRAPHICS
APPLICAT1ONS WITH EASR. irs THE PERFECT MACSEINE TO CONFRONT THE RIGORS OF ACAOEMIC LIFE.

UNIVERSITY PRICE: $2596.00 LIST: $331 8.00

THE LIBREX 386-SX WITH PIE FOLLOWING SOF1WARE:
PCToo~ DELUXE 7.1
WINDOWS 3.0
WORDPERFECT 5.1 OR MS WORD FOR WINDOWS 2.0

UNIVERSITY PRICE: $2869.00 LIST: $4365.00

THE LIBREX 286-12 NOTEBOOK COMPUTER IS PERFECT FOR TAKING NOTES IN CLASS OR IN
WALLACE MEMORLAL LIBRARY; FES SMALL SIZE (8.5 S 1 1( MEANS YOU CAN OPEN IT ON * DESK MID STiLL HAVE
ROOM FOR BOOKS. YOU CAN DRIVE A FULL SIZE MONITOR FROM THE BUILT IN VGA PORT SO TOU AREN’T
LIMITED TO USING THE LIBREI LAPTOP IN THE CLASSROOM.

UNIVERSITY PRICE: $1,674.00 LIST: $1,999.00

THE LIBREX 286-12 WITH THE FOLLOWING SOFTWARE:
PC TOOLS DELUXE 7.1
WORDPERFECT 5.1

UNIVERSITY PRICE: $1,882.00 LIST: $2,748.00

Mega-Systems
SOLUTIONS INCORPORATED

1757 MT. HOPE AVENUE. ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14620

473-8963 EXT. 106 ASK FOR PATTY

* 2

THIS 25°. TO 35°. SAVINGS REQUIRES UNIVERSITY ID.
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Al~r’s long distance savings plan can take you to this location.

$\\~ AT&T has always helped college students call the places they want to call. In foct, one of our

savings plans for off campus students, the SelectSaver” Plan, lets you direct-dial the one out of state area code

you call most often. For just $1.90 a month, and 12 cents a minute, evenings, nights snd weekends. 20 cents

a minute, weekdays~ And now AT&T can take you to ai~other place you’ve always wanted to go. Just

enter the AT&T ‘It Can Happen to Me” Sweepstakes. You could win a trip for you and a guest to any US. and any

European rock concert. All you have to do is fill out the coupon below. So let us help you choose the

savings plan that~ right for you. And then try your luck at our Sweepstakes. Both will be music to your eats.

lb sign up for an AT&T savings plan for ofl~campus students, call ______

1 800 654-0471, Ext. 7437. lb enter the AT&T “It Can Happen to Me” -

Sweepstakes, fill Out the ampon below. -~

~V~,nI19,d. 5. mb.,don~.99~’56’5.’. A~l,~.J.~wpan,5.
d.p.m~0.’oa~-~ p.5.m.P~or.~n9 h$2re.p.Dy~.pØyss,8.m,o5p~n
©199l At&T

OFFICIAL RULES—NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
~ Enter the AT&T “It Can Happen To Me” Sweepstakes.
~ To enter, complete this form and mail to~
~ AT&T “It Can Happen To Me” Sweepstakes,
~ —..**..._. ~. I Box 2501, Cedar Grove, NewJetsey 07009-2501

a_b .___—,_ -___*
~ I Name (Mran P,ini)

~ College Year in school
~Address___________________________
b.bfrS..%.d....≠.~*fl..fl..&*d I - -

~ City State Zip
~ ...a ~L.s. I Phone~

~ j Current Long Distance Company AT&T_ MCt — SPRINT_ OTHER — I
,~ Current Catting Card Compdny AT&T_MCI — SPRINT_ OTHER_
~U On Campus Student U off Campus Student
~ I~
~ -wc....n~1. ~‘- I 01991 AnT
~
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